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BIRDS AND TEMPLES- CAMBODIA AND THAILAND

It was a long tiring flight from Johannesburg
on Air Kenya (who now fly the new Boeing
Dreamliners by the way) via Nairobi to
Bangkok. We then had to change airports in
Bangkok to take the Air Asia flight to Siem
Reep in Cambodia - total travel time 36 hours.
We spent 8 days of our five and a half week
trip in Cambodia. The Sam Veasna centre
there can put together a personalised itinerary
from one day up to three weeks and they do it
very cleverly. We spent three days on birds
and temples visiting 5 or 6 different temples but always having certain target birds every day which
we would search for in the early morning, visit the temples in the heat of the day and then do a little
more birding in the late afternoon. Even at Angkor Wat which now attracts up to 5000 people a day
we had targeted Black Baza, Forest Wagtail, and Black-capped Kingfisher – all of which we saw with a
Brown Wood Owl thrown in for good measure.
Our guide from the Sam Veasna centre was called Mony ,he spoke excellent English and he knew his
calls and had excellent eyesight- all you can ask for in a bird guide. He was accompanied by a cultural
guide on the days we did the temples who also seemed to be an aspiring bird guide so we really had
the best of both worlds. We had a comfortable station wagon while based in Siem Reep and
switched to a Landcruiser when we left for the Grasslands and the Community camp. So we could
not fault the land arrangements or the tour itself- we can really recommend a few days in Cambodia.
In our three days around the temples we had Javan pond Heron, White-rumped Pygmy Falcon,
Collared Falconet, Black Baza, Oriental Honey Buzzard, Rufous-winged Buzzard, Alexandrine,
Blossom-headed and Red-breasted Parakeets. Some excellent Woodpeckers-Freckle-breasted, Blackheaded, White-bellied and Laced and lots of open area birds-new bulbuls, warblers, sunbirds,
flycatchers and prinias.
We then spent a day at ATT visiting the wild life centre there; a day was spent in the Florican
Grasslands searching for the Bengal Florican, Eastern Marsh Harrier and Milky and Painted Storks,
and the nearby wetlands for Pheasant-tailed and Bronze-winged Jacanas and a solitary Watercock.
Our two final days before driving back to Siem Reep we spent at a local community centre in
Tmatboey searching for the two critically
endangered forest Ibises- White shouldered and
Giant. Only 50 odd birds of each species left!!
We had 30 White-shouldered Ibises come in to
their roosting tree just outside the centre but the
Giant Ibis which had been seen only two days
before our arrival had left its roosting tree, and
despite sending out 5 local guides each evening to
check all their known roosting spots it was with
bitter regret that we never found the bird. If you

don’t find its roosting tree it is like searching for
a needle in a haystack- it must have been one of
the most expensive birds we have yet to see!!
I liked Cambodia – the villages had more rustic
charm than Thailand, the food I thought was
better, the temples were “ a must see” and we
saw some very special birds that we didn’t see
in Thailand.
Photography as always in Asia was difficult- the
birds are not confiding and it you are not shooting from a hide or a boat it is usually impossible to
get close enough with a 400mm lens to get a good shot. There was one day in Cambodia there when
I didn’t take a single photograph.
The White-shouldered Ibis only came in as dusk was falling and left before sun up so they too
represented a real challenge to photograph. Add to that the guides would not let you approach
closer than 70-80 metres to the roosting tree!! So not my best photographic experience by a long
chalk. I could only hope things would improve in
Thailand
Stephanie loves boat trips and I think we were on
about 8 different boats- (only 5 birding related) as
tourists in Bangkok we did the floating market,
trips around the back streets ( canals of Bangkok)
and the dinner cruise up the Mekong but back to
the birds. Our first afternoon having flown from
Bangkok to Chiang Rai to meet our guides, we spent
on a large lake near Chiang Saen- a good spot for
Baer’s Pochard -didn’t find the Pochard but turned
up a Baikal’s Teal ( first Thai record in over 20 years)- what a way to start a trip!
12 days into the trip we were back on the water (we needed a break after the hard grind of the
rainforests) at Beung Boraphet- A huge shallow stretch of water filled with lilies, marsh grasses and
reeds where we found our major target- White-browed Crake. The massed flocks of Garganey in
their thousands along with Indian Spot-billed and Lesser Whistling Ducks made for a real spectacle.
You never see thousands of birds in the air in the Southern hemisphere if you discount the
flamingos. Another real treat was flushing three
separate Eurasian Bitterns on our way back to the
launch site. Unfortunately it was too dark by then for a
photograph.
On Christmas eve we were back on the coast at Pak
Thale which I will talk about later, but after the
excitement of the “Spoonie” – Spoon-billed Sandpiper
we were back on the boat to a sand spit just past the
mangroves where we found Malaysian and White- faced

Plover ( the latter not yet split on IOC but it is on the
HBW/Birdlife list) along with Chinese Egret and
Pacific Reef Heron.
New Year’s Eve saw us afloat once more (and not
just with alcohol). We spent two days at Khao Sok
exploring the Khlong Saeng Nature reserve. New
Year’s eve night was spent in a floating cabin- part of
a small floating hotel (of which there were several)
scattered around the edge of a man made dam (
reminded me of Kariba in Zimbabwe) although the
scenery was very different and incredibly spectacular- sharp jagged cliffs plunging into the lake.
There were plenty of dead stumps for the raptors and kingfishers. The lake apparently has a greater
variety of fish-eating raptors than any other in the world- We Saw Western Osprey, Lesser Fish Eagle
and White-bellied Sea-eagle with Oriental Hobby thrown in for good measure. It is also an easy way
to see hornbills as they fly from mountain side to mountain side. We had Bushy-crested, Helmeted
and Great Hornbills.
Our last but one day saw us near Krabi in the south and we spent a pleasurable late afternoon on a
trip up the river looking for Mangrove Pitta and Ruddy Kingfisher. We heard them both but neither
would show so we contented ourselves with shots of Brown-winged, Black-capped and Sacred
Kingfishers.
Photography from a boat is a breeze compared to photography in rainforests, but that’s where the
birds are so you have to weigh the merits of a lugging a heavy camera on your shoulder for hours
with precious little to show for it, to missing one of the very few opportunities which may just
present itself. It’s a decision which gets easier to make the older I get.
So after birding Nam Khan reserve where we picked up a pair of Jerdon’s Bushchats and the paddy
fields at Thaton where unbelievably we found a Baer’s Pochard (only the second Thai record in two
years) we headed for the hills and the first of the Doi’s – Doi Lang. This proved to be some of the
best high altitude forest birding we were to do in Thailand. We had an excellent first day- our list
increasing by 13 new birds ( double figures was to prove a rare event ) we usually had to spend 10
hours to pick up 4 or 5 new birds. So while the forest birding was tough there was generally some
real compensation by entering the hides/feeding stations which previous birders had set up. The
Thai Parks board discourage the feeding of wild
birds but seem to take little action to stop it.
We added two major targets to our list in Giant
Nuthatch and Spot-breasted Parrotbill, and we
picked up White-gorgeted and Slaty-blue
Flycatchers at the feeding stations to name but a
few. Day 4 saw us trying the other side of Doi
Lang which was much quieter but Silver-eared
Laughing Thrushes, Dark-backed Sibia’s and
Scarlet-faced Liocichla’s improved the mood.

Along the trail at the top you looked over to the
military outposts in Myanmar- you could
literally stand with one foot in Thailand and the
other in the ‘old’ Burma. A final morning at Doi
Lang gave us Mrs Hume’s Pheasant in the early
gloom and White-browed Laughingthrushes- my
5000th bird on my world list.
From Doi Lang we moved to Doi Ang Khang – a
much busier place full of local tourists. Again the
nearby hide came up trumps with Blackbreasted Thrush, and White-tailed and Siberian
Robins. We completed our set of Northern montane bulbuls with Crested Finchbul- a bird for some
reason I had set my heart on seeing and Brown-breasted Bulbul.
We had a final morning on Doi Ang Khang before making an unplanned diversion just past Chiang
Mai to Huai Hong Krai. Here at the King’s project it is still possible to find Green Peafowl. They have a
breeding station there which may encourage the few remaining wild birds to come and visit and we
managed to spot two- both were extremely shy and took off when we approached. I managed a
couple of shots by hiding behind a tree when one perched for a couple of seconds on a nearby
fence. We also spotted a Silver Pheasant checking on the caged birds. Whether this bird was wild or
not I am not sure but it certainly wasn’t tame. I managed a couple of shots before it shot off into the
bushes.
Our final Doi was Doi Inthanon. It was the weekend and the park was again full of holidaying locals.
Early morning birding was quiet with Mrs Hume’s Treecreeper and Vivid Niltava being the best birds
seen. At the top of the mountain there is a small marsh surrounded by a wooden boardwalk. The
marsh is inhabited by 3 major targets- You know they are there- you just have to find them. We
picked up White-browed Shortwing on our first circuit and Dark-sided Thrush on our fourth. Eurasian
Woodcock was not to be seen but Rufous-throated Partridge proved to be a nice alternative.
A final morning gave us Clicking Shrike Babbler, Slaty-backed Forktail ( a bird I had spent 3 days
chasing in India) and Banded Bay Cuckoo before it was time to leave and head for Mae Wong.
Mae Wong and Phu Suan Sai were disappointments. The forests were desperately quiet. In fact as
we spent nearly 3 days getting to and from
Phu Suan Sai ( 5 hours there and 8 hours back
to Khai Yao) I would have dropped this
location from the itinerary. Three more days in
the south would have been more profitable.
Once again without the hides we would have
really struggled.

At Mae Wong the hides were productive where
Grey Peacock-pheasant, Buff-breasted Babblers,
Black-throated and White-necked
Laughingthrushes came to visit. The Pitta hide
gave us Hill Blue and the tricky Rufous-browed
Flycatchers, White-tailed Robin, and great views
of the tiny Streaked Wren-Babbler. At Phu Suan
Sai the best bird by far was the Rufous-throated
Fulvetta courtesy again of the local hide ( we
even brought the local ranger a present of meal
worms to keep the place going.)
Before visiting Khai Yao, one of Thailand’s premier Reserves as it hosts Asian Elephant ( which we
didn’t see) along with several antelopes, gibbons and monkeys and squirrels ( which we did see) we
visited Sakaerat. This place is special as it is one of the easiest places to see Siamese FirebackThailand’s national bird. Small parties of birds leave the forest to display to each other on the track
in the early mornings and evenings, and for us they appeared on cue with four males ignoring us
completely and beating their wings in unison.
Khai Yao is a big park with plenty of birding areas
but you need to know where to go to avoid the
hordes of tourists. Again the birding was not easy
but we slowly picked up some of our targets –
Van Hasselt’s Sunbird, Long-tailed Broadbill,
Brown-backed Needletails, Green-eared and
Moustached Barbets to name but a few, while
White-handed Gibbons and Snub-nosed
Macaques added to the mix.
Then it was time to play tourist again. We spent the night in Kanchanaburi which gave us time to
visit the Bridge over the River Kwai. The Death museum was really worth a visit –we spent over 2
hours there- the Japanese displayed unbelievable cruelty towards their POW’s. The bridge itself is
not very spectacular but the beautifully cared for cemetery was very moving.
Pak Thale lies on the Gulf of Thailand to the South west of Bangkok. It consists largely of several
kilometres of saltpans but a river flows close by through the mangroves and out past some bird rich
sand spits to the sea. We had an extra guide for
the day a local called Daeng who spent two hours
prior to our arrival speeding round the saltpans
on his motorbike looking for the Spoonie and
Nordmann’s Greenshank. The saltpans had been
recently flooded making the water depth too
deep for the Spoonie which likes feeding in the
shallows.
By the time of our arrival he had found neither!!
Were we in trouble? No the sharp eyes of Games
our Thai lady guide and companion to Ian

Dugdale spotted a single bird only a few hundred
metres from our start point. Getting close was
another mission. It was beyond the range of my
400mm and even with a 2x converter my shots
were hopeless. After an hour of trying, the bird at
last flew a little closer and some semi presentable
(hurray) shots were taken. Meanwhile Dueng had
spotted three Nordmann’s Greenshank in a flock of
hundreds of Common Greenshank and Great Knot.
Again you had to pick your way slowly with the
scope to find three very different looking
Greenshank amongst the hordes. Venture too close and they would all take off and you would start
once again looking for 3 needles in a haystack. After lunch it was time to take the boat up the river
to the sandspit where Malayan and White-faced Plovers were quickly found along with Chinese
Egret and Pacific Reef-Heron.
It had really been an incredible day. The only problem was getting close enough for a decent shot. In
addition to the unbelievable Spoon-billed Sandpiper and rare Nordmann’s Greenshank we had
Pacific Golden Plover, Grey plover, Little ringed and Kentish Plovers, White-faced and Malaysian
Plovers, Lesser and Greater Sand Plovers, Bar-tailed Godwit, Whimbrel and Eurasian Curlew; Spotted
and Common Redshanks and Common Greenshank;
Wood, Marsh, Curlew, Common and Broadbilled
Sandpipers; Red-necked, Temmincks and Long toed
Stints; Great Knot and Sanderling, Pied Avocet and
Black-winged Stilt.
Was it ever going to end- the short answer was no as
we picked up Pallas’s, Brown-headed, Heuglin’s and
Slender billed Gulls and Gull-billed, Common and
Caspian Terns. Birding the reed beds of the Kings
Project just around the corner gave us Slaty-legged
Rail, white-breasted Waterhen, Black-capped and
Collared Kingfishers, Grey-headed and Red-wattled Lapwings and last but not least a yellow-bellied
Gerygone. If you want to improve your wader ID skills you now know where to go.
Kaeng Krachan is another large popular nature reserve. So much so that they have to institute a one
way system- meaning that you can only drive up or down the mountain at certain times of the day
so we had to take this into account when planning the days’ birding. As always watching the sun rise
from the top of a mountain is an amazingly popular Thai past time so we birded the lower slopes
early on moving to the top after lunch to look for the Parrotfinch which we both didn’t see. KK was
another tough reserve where we battled to find our
targets- again not doing as well as we would have
liked.
However before we entered the park, being Christmas
afternoon we went off to see Lung Sin and his amazing
Christmas bird show. In three hours we had 19 species
of birds and 5 mammal species coming in to drink and
bathe. I wont bore you with the list but the most
special bird was the Slaty-legged Crake- so very little is

known about these shy forest crakes and the best
mammal –a lesser mouse deer – perhaps even smaller
than our dik-dik.
Just when you think you have really had enough of
difficult rain forest birding- along comes another really
good spot where we managed to chase down most of
what we were looking for. Krung Ching was that spot.
Here we found all the forest Malkohas- Chestnutbreasted, Raffle’s, Red-billed and Black-bellied. Two
more Trogons- Diard’s and Scarlet-rumped and a bunch of Babblers- 6 in all and several more
bulbuls.
Then we were off to Khao Sok to join our boat on New year’s Eve and spent two night s afloat in our
floating hotel, before heading back to the forested reserve called Sri Phang Nga. Here Stephanie
found her 5000th bird in the guise of a Red-bearded Bee-eater- a bird we had been chasing for over
two weeks with no luck – just distant calls from deep in the forest.
Sri Phang Nga I will always remember because it
was here that we found our first Asian Pitta. We
were in Thailand at the wrong time of year for
Pittas. We had passed many hides where Blue,
Hooded, and Rusty-naped Pittas could be seen
but apart from a Blue Pitta calling deep in the
forest we didn’t come close. Ian and I left the
girls behind to do a short trail which crossed the
stream 4 times in the space of 200 metres (now
you know why Stephanie didn’t come). We were
looking for Chestnut-naped Forktail which we
were lucky to find foraging along the stream and
then we sat down to rest at another empty Pitta feeding station. We were actually looking for Large
Blue Flycatcher when to our astonishment out popped a Malayan Banded Pitta and literally begged
for food at our feet and yes I didn’t have my camera with me- I was concerned about slipping on
those multiple stream crossings.
You can imagine the look on Stephanie’s face when we broke the news. So the next day- with
Stephanie deciding to wade through all the
stream crossings we headed back to the Pitta
site, this time with a nice log full of termite
grubs we had pulled off a termite mound. On
cue out he popped out and entertained us for
a full twenty minutes eating his termites.
What a truly stunning little bird and yes this
time I was not without my camera. We were
joined there by an Orange-headed Thrush
and Abbots’ Babbler but no large Blue

Flycatcher or Chestnut-naped Forktail like the day
before. A wet-footed Stephanie was delighted!
Then it was time to leave and head for KNC, once
home to the famous Gurney’s Pitta – a bird which
you can no longer find there. Along the way we
stopped at a spot where a pair of Spotted Wood
Owls had their daytime roost.
Jan 3rd saw us spend the morning in the Phang
Nga Mangroves and the afternoon in KNC (Khao
Nor Chuchi) once home to the Gurney’s Pitta. Once
again the forests were quiet and birding was hard work. Our best bird was a Black Magpie , a rare
sighting of a very rare bird. We only spent two half days there before returning to Krabi and more
mangrove birding. The boat up the river gave us more photo opportunities for the kingfishers.
Jan 5 th was our last day – a final
couple of hours in a piece of
lowland forest gave us Banded
Kingfisher and Green Broadbilltwo birds we had been chasing for
3 weeks. Then one final check in
the mangroves before heading for
Phuket airport and our flight back
to Bangkok. We had one final beer
down on the beach with Ian and
Games, two very competent guides
whom I can highly recommend.
They paced the tour perfectly for
us and mixed the tough forest
birding with lots of boat trips and
visits to the hides and feeding stations. All in all 38 days of birding, temples and museums. Not a bad
way to spend your retirement!!

